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Abstract: Query processing in distributed databases involves the transfer of query from one site to another. As 

a result of this complexity, additional storage space and time may be needed, which could result in cost 

overhead since cost is often associated with query execution especially in distributed database. These costs 

could arise from input/output (I/O), CPU used at each site, cost of transferring data between sites, etc. With 

increasing volume and complexities of data and information been processed in large databases these days, it 

becomes very paramount to have a query execution strategy and optimization technique for efficient retrieval of 

information. In order to minimize the response time and resource utilization of systems, it is necessary to 

optimize query processing in distributed databases. Various techniques have been used in the past but these 

techniques all require that the user have a good knowledge of the whole data thus making them unsuitable for 

autonomous distributed databases where nodes are unaware of each other. This paper proposed an object-

oriented technique that can be used for processing information with minimum response time and resource usage 

in distributed databases. The result of our technique actually shows that data can be retrieved with minimal 

delay.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
As databases become larger and complex, it becomes increasingly difficult to keep the entire database 

in a single physical location [1] [2]. Thus there is need to keep them in more than one location or site [3]. This is 

necessary as a result of a number of issues such as storage capacity, security, performance, technical problems 

(e.g., disk crash), natural catastrophes, and many other considerations [4]. Consider an organization with several 

branches scattered around the globe, if the database is centralized (i.e., a single large database), then users will 

have to connect to the centralized database in order to access data or information irrespective of their distances 

or geographical locations. Two problems may arise: (i) moving large amount of data may not be feasible or 

efficient; (ii) secondly, if the centralized database develops problem(s) as a result of technical hitches, users may 

not be able to access data from the centralized database. Hence, there is need for a distributed database for the 

organization. 

The fundamental part of any DBMS is query processing and optimization [5] [6]. The results of any 

query have to be made accessible at a time required by the user who submitted the query. Object-Oriented 

database system [7] [8] [9] which gives more strong data modeling capabilities are usually found in Data 

shipping technique, whereby, the needed data or information is sent into a client machine which will be worked 

on, and perhaps stored, within. That is why relational vendors are moving towards integrating object-oriented 

features into their systems, for example, the emerging SQL3 standard [10]. That is, if a database system which 

has relational functionalities is later integrated with object-oriented functionalities, the database system will be 

more efficient and more beneficial.  

Query optimization [11] [12] is the most important stage in query processing where the database 

optimizer has to choose a query-evaluation plan with minimized cost and maximized performance [13] [14] [15] 

[16]. Query optimization is a complex job in distributed client and server machine while data position becomes 

a main issue. For us to optimize queries correctly, enough information has to be obtained to ascertain what data 

access methods are most efficient (for instance, relation and field cardinality, group information, and catalog 

availability). Optimization algorithms have a significant effect on the operations of distributed query processing. 

The execution of query in distributed system is seriously subjected to the competence of the optimizer to get 

effective query evaluation plan. It shows that query optimization is one of the most critical phases in the 

execution of queries in distributed environment. Query optimization is a difficult task in distributed environment 

because of numerous factors like data allocation, speed of communication channel, indexing, availability of 
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memory, size of the database, storage of intermediate result, pipelining, and size of data transmission [17].. The 

execution plan which is produced by the query optimizer denotes an execution strategy as a minimum cost for 

any query. The query optimizer is an application unit which accomplishes optimization of query on three 

essential parts of the plan which are:  

Relational models [18] and its offspring are usually built upon the query shipment or shipping 

technique, whereby, most of the queries being processed are carried out in the server’s machine, while, vendors 

that have object-oriented systems are adding more powerful query functionalities. If this is achieved the 

database system that has an object-oriented functionalities, will be more effective as well, when query facilities 

is added. Because of these differences, and complementary strengths, it has become apparent that database 

systems combining the best aspects of the relational and object-oriented approaches are likely to gain acceptance 

across a large range of applications [19] [20]. This paper proposes an object-oriented technique that can be used 

for processing information with minimum response time and resource usage in distributed databases. 

 

II. DISTRIBUTED DATABASE SYSTEM 
A distributed is a single logically database that is spread across computers in multiple sites that are 

connected by a data communications network [21]. That is, a distributed database consists of multiple, logically 

interrelated databases stored at different computers network sites [22]. Usually, a distributed database appears to 

a user as if it is centralized but in the real sense, parts of the database are located at different sites [23]. A 

distributed database is a collection of autonomous computers, connected through a network and distribution 

middleware, which enables computers to coordinate their activities by sharing the recourses in the distributed 

database such that users sees the it as a single, integrated computing system [24] [25]. It allows applications or 

users to access data from local and remote databases. Therefore, a distributed database is truly a database; it is 

not a loose collection of files as may be perceived.  

Figure 1 shows a distributed database in which the network users to share the data available in the 

databases. For example, a user at one node must be able to access (and perhaps update) data at node. As seen 

from figure 1, every node usually have its own local DBMS that manages data and information at that node and 

the DBMS helps to co-ordinate the activities between various nodes and between the server and the client 

machines. Thus the distributed database even though can be accessed (and perhaps updated) at different 

locations, it is still centrally administered as a corporate resource while providing local flexibility and 

customization to users in organizations and enterprises [26].  

 

 
Fig. 1: Transaction processing in distributed database architecture 

 

However, it is important to differentiate between a distributed database and decentralized database. 

Although, a decentralized database is a database that is also stored on computers at different locations; these 

computers are not interconnected by network and database software that make the data appear in one logical 

database. Thus in a decentralized database, users at various sites or locations cannot share data. A decentralized 

database is just a collection of independent databases, rather than having a single database distributed in 

different geographical locations.  

 

2.1 Cost Model 

The objective of query optimization in distributed database environment is to minimize the total cost of 

computer resources. In a logical cost model with cost coefficients is developed for relational systems. The cost 

function may be stated in regard to the response or total time. Total time involves the local processing overhead 
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(central processing unit time plus input / output overhead), communication overhead (fixed time to initiate a 

message plus time to transmit a data). If we reduce the total time, it means there will be an increase in the 

utilization of the system resources, hence, the throughput of the system increases [27]. The response time is 

evaluated as the time elapsed between initiation and completion of a query including parallelism [28]. It is the 

time spent, when a query is submitted, and after execution, in order to get the required result.  

Query processing is more complex and difficult in distributed environment in comparison to 

centralized environment [29] [30]. As large number of parameters affect the performance of distributed queries, 

relations may be fragmented and/or replicated, and considering many sites to access, query response time may 

become very high [31] The distributed query optimization has many difficulties concerning the cost model, 

bigger set of queries, optimization interval, and optimization cost. Primarily, the cost of queries depend on the 

volume of transitional relations which can be generated in the course of implementation and that can be sent 

across the net for query processing in several nodes. The importance is the approximation of the volume of 

intermediate tables centered on join method, and join order, in order to minimize the number of data sent, 

therefore reduce the total overhead, and total period of distributed query evaluation [32] [33]. 

However, to ensure that the query processing cost is reduced to minimal level, there is need to 

minimize the amount of data transmission as shown in figure 2. In this case, the cost of selection operation is 

defined as: 

Cost(S2) = log2(BR) +  – 1 

where log2(BR) = cost of locating the first tuple using binary search, 

second term = blocks that contain records satisfying the selection 

Thus A is primary key, then SC(A, R) = 1. Hence, cost(S2) = log2(BR)  

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
The methodology we used in this application is Object-Oriented-Analysis-Design (OOAD). We 

adopted this methodology because it improves the quality of the system due to program reuse and maintenance. 

This succeeding application development methodology, includes three features namely: Object Oriented 

Analysis, that works on the design needs as well as the total architecture of the client machine, which also 

focuses on explaining what the client machine can do as regard to the key objects within the problem domain; 

Object Oriented Design, which transform a client machine architecture to programming constructs (that is; 

classes, method descriptions, and interfaces); and Object Oriented Programming that executes these 

programming constructs. Figure 2 shows the model for the proposed system. The administrative department is 

directly linked to the server machine while the employee department is directly linked to the client machine. 

However, the client and server machines can communicate directly with each other such that the server can 

provide information needed by the client machine. Both the server and client machines have user interfaces 

through which user can login to the database and retrieve the needed data or information by querying the 

databases in each site and the database in the server machine and then display the information in the user 

interface of client machines.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Model of the proposed system 
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Suppose there is a relation storing information about Employee in a Server located in Delta branch. The 

Employee relation has the following schema: Db_emp(EmpSno, EmpName, IndustryName, EmpAge). Fields 

EmpSno and EmpAge are long integer and integer given to the employee serial number and employee age, 

respectively. Field EmpName and IndustryName are strings given to employee name and industry name in the 

database server.  

Figure 3 shows the class diagram of the proposed system. The class diagram shows the relationship 

between the employee, the utility, login page, payroll, and the leave. It shows the interconnection between the 

various classes. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Class diagram of the proposed system 

 

Figure 4 shows the use case diagram of the proposed model. It shows the relationship between the 

server and client machines, that is, between the administrator and the employee. The client and server machines 

communicate with each other such that the server provides information needed by the client machine.  

 

 
Fig. 4: Use case diagram of the proposed model 
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Both the server and client machines have user interfaces through which user can login and submit their 

queries to the database and retrieve the needed data or information  by querying the databases in each site and 

the database in the server machine and then display the information in the user interface of client machines. It 

contain such interfaces such as login, register employee, view employee’s record, update/delete record, view 

payroll, view personnel record, print employee’s record, assign task/leave, and request leave. These menus or 

interfaces help users to interact very well with the database in the server machine by clients or employee. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This paper proposed an object-oriented technique that can be used for processing information with 

minimum response time and resource usage in distributed databases. The result of our technique actually shows 

that data can be retrieved with minimal delay. In this technique, we consider a relation that stores information 

about Employee in a server located in Delta branch. The Employee relation has the following schema: 

Db_emp(EmpSno, EmpName, IndustryName, EmpAge). Fields EmpSno and EmpAge are long integer and 

integer given to the employee serial number and employee age, respectively. Field EmpName and 

IndustryName are strings given to employee name and industry name in the database server.  

Figure 5 shows the result of the proposed technique when query is submitted in the client machine 

functionalities providing two sets of data X1 and X2 for corresponding values of Y. From the figure, it can be 

seen that that using the same set of data on the y-axis, different data can be generated for different times. In this 

case, the different times are represented as X1 and X2. 

 

Y X1 X2

300 3000 450
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250 2500 125
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150 1500 150
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Fig. 5: Outputs generated using varying times for optimized queries 

 

Thus with varying times, we can generate different outputs signifying that the query processing can be 

optimized such that with better optimization, it takes less time to retrieve data from a distributed database. The 

implication is that we can conclude that retrieval time is inversely proportional to quality of the optimized 

query. That is, the better optimized a query engine, the lower (i.e., faster)  the retrieval time 

Figure 6 depicts the volume of disk space spent when the proposed technique is used to optimized data 

entries in the client system. From the figure, it can be seen that when a query is submitted in the client machine 

with two sets of data X1 and X2 for corresponding values of Y, it can be seen that using different data sets, 

different memory sizes are used to store the data as represented in X1 and X2.  
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Y X1 X2

300 16 2.4
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Fig. 6: Volume of disk space used optimized queries 

 

Thus the smaller the space occupied by the query, the better the performance of the query processing 

and the faster the result of a query can be retrieved.  The implication is that we can conclude that the smaller the 

space occupied by a query, the faster the result can be generated. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposed an object-oriented technique that can be used for processing information with 

minimum response time and resource usage in distributed databases. Query processing in distributed databases 

involves the transfer of query from one site to another. The situation can even be more complicated especially 

when a particular site might require certain data from another site before in can execute its query. With 

increasing volume and complexities of data and information been processed in large databases these days, it 

becomes very paramount to have a query execution strategy and optimization technique for efficient retrieval of 

information. In order to minimize the response time and resource utilization of systems, it is necessary to 

optimize query processing in distributed databases. It has been suggested that selection of the most cost effective 

solution is needed for query execution. Thus with varying times, we can generate different outputs signifying 

that the query processing can be optimized such that with better optimization, it takes less time to retrieve data 

from a distributed database. The implication is that we can conclude that retrieval time is inversely proportional 

to quality of the optimized query. That is, the better optimized a query engine, the lower (i.e., faster)  the 

retrieval time. Therefore,  the smaller the space occupied by the query, the better the performance of the query 

processing and the faster the result of a query can be retrieved.  The implication is that we can conclude that the 

smaller the space occupied by a query, the faster the result can be generated. 
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